analysis of the influence of the distance (d) between the two information sources and K-shell layers on information spreading;
( Fig S2_5, Fig S2_6, Fig S2_7) : analysis of the influence of community structure and K-shell layers on information spreading. The influence of community structure and K-shell layers on information spreading when Ks value, β and c are fixed. The horizontal coordinates represent the communities where two information sources are located in different communities, and i (i ∈{1,2,3,4,5}) represents one information source is in community i, and the other information source is in one of the remaining communities. The vertical coordinates represent the coverage of information spreading.
Fig S2_7.
Comparison of the spread of two information sources in the same community and in different communities when Ks value, β and c are fixed. For example, we compare the two cases: (i) two information sources within the same community 1; (ii) one of two information sources in the community 1, and the other information source in other community (2, 3, 4, or 5).
